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BEVEL™ Light Bollard
Grace and substance define 
the BEVEL Light Bollard. Like 
its sister products the BEVEL 
Light Bollard has clean lines and 
thoughtful details combined with 
the strength and durability of 
TAKTL ultra high performance 
concrete. This light bollard 
is equally comfortable in an 
active urban setting – or in your 
driveway.
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DIMENSIONS + DETAILS

FEATURES

BEVEL™ Light Bollard

MODEL # TYPE LENGTH HEIGHT DEPTH WEIGHT

SLB00-00 BEVEL Light Bollard 7" 34.25" 4.6" 100 lbs
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topfront side

 + BOLLARD  MATERIALS |  TAKTL UHPC with glass fibers

 + LIGHT ELEMENT MATERIALS  |  LED engine with translucent acrylic lens and stainless steel housing

 + MOUNTING |  Suitable for mounting over concrete using specified stainless steel mounting plate and hardware

 + COLOR |  Natural or Fog

 + FINISH |  Intrinsic UHPC finish

 + ELECTRICAL  |  Integral electronic LED power supply accepting 120 VAC or 277 VAC input

 + LED |  10W Neutral White (4000k CCT), 80+ CRI, rated for 70% lumen maintenance at 50,000 hours

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

34.25"

7" 4.5"

xx"

 + TAKTL® ultra high performance concrete (UHPC) construction provides exceptional strength and durability.

 + Intrinsic, natural finish that performs in harsh weather conditions and requires minimal maintenance.

 + Advanced, high performance LED technology.

 + Surface mounted hardware included.

 + Resource efficient, low energy manufacturing process utilizing raw materials local to manufacturing.

 + Manufactured in USA.
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 + Composed primarily of natural materials, with 92% sourced locally from our Pittsburgh, PA facility

 + Low energy, resource efficient manufacturing and curing process

 + Manufacturing takes place under the strict guidelines of our Environmental Management Plan

 + Surface is engineered for visual effect and performance. No secondary finish processing is required

 + Extremely long service life, requiring minimal maintenance

BEVEL™ Light Bollard

TO ORDER / SPECIFY

LEAD TIME

COMPANION PRODUCTS

NET PRICING

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

10-12 weeks.  Shorter lead times may be available 
upon request. Please contact us to discuss your specific 
timing requirements.

To order / specify, please contact technical support 
for assistance at 412.486.1600.

Please contact technical support to speak to one of our LEED™ accredited professionals 
regarding your specific project needs and documentation requirements.

BEVEL Bench BEVEL PlanterBEVEL Receptacle
side loading

BEVEL Receptacle
top loading

 MODEL #  DESCRIPTIONS QTY  |  1-5 QTY  |  6+

SLBBVL00-00 BEVEL Light Bollard $980 $890
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BEVEL™ Light Bollard

LIGHTING SPECIFICATIONS

Descriptive Information

10W Neutral White LED

4000K CCT

POLAR CANDELA PLOT (LED) ISOFOOTCANDLE PLOT (LED)
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